Find out what the newspapers have been saying about the South Asia Archive:

Times Higher Education
“*The collection includes 1,500 rare books, hundreds of journals (more than 300 of them not available online elsewhere), official reports on events such as the Calcutta riots of 1946, and legislation, acts and regulations.*”

Brisbane Times
“*Rescued from obscurity, India’s history enters the digital age*”

Canberra Times
“*Raj as life, bytes and pieces of India all come together*”

India Today
“*South Asian Archive would facilitate digital access to an extensive collection of original research material which includes journals, rare books.*”

Millennium Post
“*Now, get your hands on rare publications*”

Choice Reviews Online
“*This digital archive will prove an invaluable resource to those studying South Asian (specifically Bengali) history, particularly because of its helpful and relatively consistent organizational scheme. Summing Up: Highly recommended. Lower-level undergraduates and above.*”

Press Trust of India
“*Colonial period’s archival information now online*”

PTFS Content Management and Library Solutions
“*The South Asia Archive is the latest digitization project that will allow scholars to search rare documents in an online archive for public use.*”

Sydney Morning Herald
“*Rescued from obscurity, India’s history enters the digital age*”

The Economic Times
“*Researchers working on the colonial period to get access of archival material home*”

The Hindu
“*Looking for an online archive of primary research material on South Asia? Now, here’s a resource to uncover the history of the region with digital access to over five million pages of primary and secondary sources.*”

The Indian Express
“*Online South Asia Archive set for launch*”

Times of India
“*Speak, memory*”

UKSG e-news
“*The South Asia Archive is a digital resource being developed in association with the South Asia Research Foundation in response to demand from researchers for new online research, learning and teaching resources relating to South Asia.*”

Return to: www.southasiaarchive.com